An Experimental ThermodYlllLmic ]~quation (ETE) temperature scale valid from 0.2 to 2.0 oK has been calculated for JIe 3 . The scale is based on new compariso Jl s, (P" p.), of Ile3 a nd He' vapor pressures above 0.9 oK; on the 1958 lIe' temperature scale; and on the best available data for several thermodynamic properties of Ile 3 from 0.2 to 2.0 oK.
Introduction
At the time Re 3 was first liquified [39] 2 a comparison of its vapor pressures, P 3 , wi th those of Re\ P4 , was given, along with a careful determination of its critical pressure, PC( which was found to be 875 mm Hg. Subsequently, Abraham, Osborne, and Weinstock (A OW) presented [5] more accurate (Pa, P 4 ) comparisons, additional critica l point data in agreement with ref. [1] , and an empirical temperature scale, TK , based on a modification [5] of the 1948 R e 4 scale [41] . They found it possible to fit all their data, ranging from 0.011 P c (1.02 OK) up to Pc, 1 Work performed under the auspices of the United States Atomic Energy Comlnission. 2 Figures in brackets indicate tbe literature referenccs at tbccnd of thir papcr.
to an equation for log (P j T 5/2) h aving only three fitted powers of T. In 1953, Ch en and London [42] criticised the form of the TK equation and attempted to fit the same (Pa, p.) data of AOW to an equation having a proper theoretical form for extrapolation to 0 oK. Although they fitted coefficients of five powers of T, and omitted data at pressures above 0.4 PC) the fit of their equation was not satisfactory above 0.1 Pc.
In 1957 Sydoriak and Roberts 19] extended the measured range of pressures and temperatures down to 0.000074 Pc and 0.45 oK using two different paramagnetic salts calibrated against Re 3 above 1 ° for the temperature measurement. At that time two newer Re 4 temperature scales were in use, so two Re 3 scales were calculated: the T E R e 3 scale, b ased on the 1955E He 4 scale [43] , and the TL R e 3 scale, based on the 1955L Re 4 scale [25] .
Only by abandoning attempLs to retain an analyLical expression of proper theoretical form for extrapolation to 0 oK did Sydoriak and Roberts find it possible to get a good fit to their data in combination with those of AOW. To cover the four orders of magnitude range in P3 only four fitted powers of T were needed.
Following the adoption of the 1958 He 4 scale [2] the present authors made a proposal [1] to the Seventh International Conference of Low Temperature Physics held at the University of Toronto in 1960 for a new He s vapor pressure scale to be based on the 1958 He 4 scale and on various thermodynamic properties of He 3 • The proposed procedure was similar to t hat used for the existing TE and TL scales except that newly available specific heat data [3 4 ] could now be included instead of using a calc~lated "spin entropy" [44] term. In addition, a different magnetic temperature conversion was being studied for the paramagnetic salt data [9] intended to be used to extend the scale below 1 0 K.
The proposal was favorably received by members of the conference, with some reservations as to the feasibility of including vapor pressure data obtained with an iron alum thermometer.
We have subsequently abandoned incorporation of any paramagnetic salt data into the s~ale derivation except for measurements of specIfic heat using a cerium magnesium nitrate thermometer [3] .
An alternative procedure for establishment of the low-temperature .end of tl~e new He s scale has been thoroughly discussed [10] m a .report to the Fourth Symposium on Temperature, Its Measurement al!d Control in Science and Industry, Columbus, OhIO, March 1961. In this method the thermodynamic consistency of the (P,T) data can be examined point bv point. The method showed [45] that the AOW data could not be combined with the 1958 He 4 scale to yield a thermodynamically consistent scale in the range from 1 to 2 OK . . A d.etailed discussion of ~~e inconsistency, which IS eqmvalent to several illllhdegrees, is given in a companion paper [7] to thi~ on~, hereafter referred to as Part III. Because of thIS inconsistency new (P3,P 4) comparisons were undertaken [45] in an improved apparatus designed to mininize errors due to He 4 film reflux. The results are reported in detail in another companion paper [46] to this one, hereafter referred to as Part I.
Since the measurements reported in Part I provide an explanation for the thermodynamic inconsistency below TA, of a scale based on the AOW data, we have used only (P s,P 4) data given in Part I in derivino' the 1962 Res scale, reserving the AOW data above 1\. for the purpose of checking the final scale.
The second and third virial coefficients of He~ are needed to establish the low-temperature end of the present scale. For this purpose Keller's isotherm data [12] has been reanalyzed, using the method of multiple variable least squares [47, 48] . For a further discussion of the method and results we refer to Part III in which the scale derived below is examined for con~istency with isotherm, paramagnetic salt, and latent heat data.
The High-Temperature Working Equation Scale
The three steps required to arrive at a full range equation are those discussed in detail for a Method I deriva tion in ref. [10] .
The first step is to derive a working equation scale by which one can interpolate between the (Ps, P 4) data points of Part I converted to a (P3, T 58 ) (Tn other He s scale derivations a high-temperature workino' scale was considerably more important, since it was also used in the determination of paramagnetic salt calibration equations [9] and to assign temperatures to HeSlatent heat data [10] .) 3 . The Experimental Thermodyna.mic Scale The second step is to derive an analytical expression for the thermodynamic vapor pressure equation (see eqs (2) and (4) of ref. [10] ) which can be written as follows, putting on the left those terms which can be evaluated from existing thermodynamic data :
The values of P s and T5 8 used are given in table 1, which is a portion of the data of Part I, excluding the lowest three data points, at P4 < 40,u, because the calculated He 4 film reflux pressure drop was excessive.
The second term is
where i is the chemical constant, i = 5.31733. For the remaining terms on the left 'we write the thermodynamic function and its empirical equivalent as follows. The calculable part of the specific heat term is
where Gsat is the specific heat of saturated liquid He s . The lower limit of the fit, 0.2 oK, was arbitrarily selected within the range of measured values of Gsat" By this choice the lower limi t of reliability of the 1962 Re 3 scale is chosen to be 0.2 oK. By inserting eq (3b), the exact theoretical expression (3a) is converted to the experimental in terpolation equation for T m= 1.0° and 0.2 < T < 2°;
T A BLE 1. He 3 vapor pressure data a used 1:n derivi ng the 1962 He3 scale P a is the measured H e3 va por press ure in mm Hg a t 0 °0 and st andard gravity, bP3 the estimated maximum error in P s, ancl o'T62 the tempe rature error equi valent to bP3. ' -r empera.t ure Tssis obtain ed from the measured He~ vapor press ure, p ' " and tbe 1958 H e4 t empe ra ture sca le . OT58 is the est ima ted maxim urn elTor in T 58 equi va lent to the maximum estimated error io our ~ncas urem en t of P 4, excluding possible errors in the J958 11e4 sca le itself. 'rho las t col u mn showing the deviation s of the 1902 J re3 seale from the i npu t d at a, ex hibits a ranclom seaLLer above 2 oK. At lower temperatures there a ppea.rs to be some s mall regularity in t h e mis fi t .
In fittin g tbe coeffi cients o f t he equation for t he 1902 H e' scale, t h e weig ht gi veIl to each data poin t was a fun ction of both OP 3 ancl 01'". b As ex pected , for a lm ost all of the d ata points ( '1' ,,-'1',,)< (0 '1',,+0 1',,) , s ince the r ig ht s icle of the in eq ualily is the es timated m a ximum error. On a verage (0 1'62+0 1'68) was 1.7 
tim es ( T ,,-1',,) .
The last en tr y in the t a ble is the meas ured value of the cri tical point. !~ I n addition to t he press ure meas urement error listed , there is an un certainL Y of ± l .S Dltll IIg in thc loca tiou of t he critica l point.
p ,
± OP 3 29 . 055 . 17 205. 83 . 055 . 10 214. 47 . 70 . 114 . 15 738. 63 . 116 . 15
804. 98 . 120 . 14 806. 35 . 120 . 14 853. 73 . 140 .10 873. 00 . 300 .34
• Ref. [40] (Paper I of this series) . b Ref. [7] (Paper III of this series) .
1'58 . 1539 . 1946 . 563i +5
.5899
d HcLl4J. Bot h 'T and C eat were adjusted to t he T .l8 scale; c.g., Gut was multiplied b y the value of (I T ,,/dTK at each cl at a point. o Where multiple e n tries a ppear they refer to data pOints Dearest to t be indicaLed tOlnperatures. Since a high-speed calculator was available, it was possible to use the implicit form (4a), with P3 b eing taken from the (P3,T5S) data of table 1 . Table 3 shows values of the term and of its component p arts .
The liquid volume term is
The coefficients of (5b) were evaluated by fittin~ the next to last colunm of On the right side of eq (1) we have those terms of the thermodynamic equation which cannot be adequately calculated from exis ting data on Re 3 : (6) and (7 ) where Lo is the value of the lat.ent heat of vaporization at absolu te zero, and SL(Tm) is the liquid entropy at T mUsing the ordinary method of least squares analysis and weighting each data point equally in this step of t he derivation of the 1962 Re 3 scale, we find a/R = 2.09842 ± O.00070 for Tm= 1.0° (8a) and bjR = 1.08360 ± 0.00046 for T m= l.O°.
By combining all the above functions we obtain an experimental thermodyn amic eq uation scale (ETE) which is valid from 0.2 to 2.0 OK. Because of the complexity of the ETE equation, and the fact that it is implicit in the pressure, iterative solutions were obtained with the aid of an electronic digital computer. A table in steps of 1 mdeg was prepared for comparison with the working equation scale. 4 . The 1962 Re 3 Full-Range Working Equation Scale
To obtain an expression valid over the full r ange from 0.2 OK to the critical point we now fit selected portions of eq (1) to a power series in Tn, using as input pressures all of the (P3, T5S) data of table 1. Using the method of multiple variable least squares analysis [47, 48] we fit Note that in this fit ting the vapor and liquid volume terms are expected to be fitted by the power series. To be acceptable it will therefore be necessary to demonstrate not only that the scale fits the input data but also that the scale of (9a) agrees with the ETE scale below the range of the input data, i.e., below P 3=5.254 mm .
The solution of the analysis, combining coefficients itself fundamentally based on these isotherm data, has evidently been an adequate interpolation parameter for fitting the He 3 data to these isotherms. [2] . In a few recent publications an attempt has been made to "correct" the TL and TE Re 3 scales by adding these He 4 scale "correction" terms. To convert these temperatures to the 1962 Re 3 scale it is necessary to apply the sum of columns 3 and 6 (or 4 and 7) to the "corrected TL" or "corrected TE" scales.
Detailed (P ,T) and (T,P) tables have been published [8] by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and ill Part IV of this series.
In order to make the advantages of Re 3 as a vapor pressure thermometer more widely accessible, specially purified Re 3 is being made available for purchase 3 3 .066 . 4 . ---------------------------------6 .3 -------------7. 4 ._------------8.1
------------- 8.3 -------------8. 
